Abstract
Introduction

Basic cancepts
Let G = (V, E) be a finite ~directed graph with no self-loops, and x, Y E Y be a pair of distinct vertices of G. The e&e eonn~cti~~ty of x and y in G is the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths connecting x and y. Similarly, their vertex connectivity is the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths connecting x and y. (Each edge between x and y is such a path.) Following [6] , we consider a generalization of these two particular types of connectivity. Let S C V. We say that a family of paths connecting vertices x, y is S-independent if the paths are edge-disjoint and every element of S appears as an inner vertex in at most one of these paths. The S-mixed connectivity &(x, y; G) of x and y in G is the maximum number of S-independent paths connecting x and y in G.
The cases of S = 8 and S = V correspond to edge and vertex connectivity, respectively. For brevity, if G is clear from the context, we omit it. Say that x and y are S-mixed k-connected if &(x, y) > k. This is also referred to as local connectivity, as opposed to global: the global connectivity of graph G is As(G) dzf minX,,cy &(x, y; G). G is S-mixed k-connected if As(G) > k.
For each type of connectivity, a certificate of k-connectivity for G is a sub-graph preserving the connectivity up to k. Namely, G' = (V, E'), E' C E, is a certijicate of local S-mixed k-connectivity for G if for any two vertices x and y, &(x, y; G')> min{k, &(x, y; G)}. Similarly, G' is a certi$cate of global S-mixed k-connectivity for G if As( min{k,&(G)}.
The size of G' is IE 'I. Clearly, certificates of local k-connectivity are also certificates of global k-connectivity; the opposite is generally not true. If As(G) > k then a certificate for global k-connectivity of G is also a certificate for local k-connectivity. However, if As(G) <k, a certificate for global k-connectivity of G may not be a certificate for local k-connectivity.
Consider the graph G shown in Fig. l(a) , and assume k = 3 (The choice of S is immaterial since there are no parallel edges, and the degree of the vertices is bounded by 3.) As(G) = 2. However, &(x, y; G) = 3. The subgraph G', shown in Fig. l(b) , is a certificate for global k-connectivity of G, since &(G') = As(G) = 2, but &(x, y; G') = 2.
Unless stated otherwise, we will speak about certificates of local connectivity. In this example, for p>lVI, Mader's O(plVl) bound is off by a factor of IV/.
Applications
Certificates with fewer edges than the original graph are useful for improving the efficiency of a number of graph algorithms. One may perform a preprocessing step to find a sparse certificate, and then run the algorithms on the certificate. For example, this method has been used to improve the sequential time complexity of testing simple undirected graphs for k-connectivity [2, 7, 141 ; to improve the running time for finding processed within one unit of time.
The vertex (edge) connectivity of the graph is related to the number of processors (links) failures that can be tolerated by the distributed system before the network is disconnected.
S-mixed connectivity allows to deal with networks where any link can fail but only processors in S are subject to failure. The number of messages sent by the distributed algorithm often depends critically on lEl. In such cases, if the 4 An anonymous referee noted: "It is very easy to prove that the mixed k-connectivity certificates of this paper can be maintained dynamically in O(l VI) times per update during edge insertions and deletions, for constant k. This can be obtained by simply applying sparsification [5] algorithm is executed on a sparse certificate then the message complexity is reduced while preserving the number of faults that can be tolerated.
Previous work
Given a k-(vertex or edge) connected graph, the problem of finding a k-connected spanning subgraph, with the minimum number of edges, is NP-hard for any fixed k >2; [8] cites personal communication with F. Chung and R. Graham). Indeed, for k =2 the reduction from the Hamiltonian Cycle problem is trivial.
However, finding good approximations is possible for all k: Nagamochi and Ibaraki
[ 141 find, in time 0( IEI ), edge and vertex connectivity certificates of size < k( VI (which is within a factor of 2 from the trivial lower bound described in Section 1.1). Their algorithm, as well as others, consists of finding a sequence of forests F,, F2, . . . in the graph. Each forest 4 is maximal in the remaining graph G -U/z,' fi (e.g. each connected component of the remaining graph is spanned by a tree of Fj). This maximality alone suffices to show that Gk dsf lJ;=, Fi is an edge k-connectivity certificate of size < kl VI. Moreover, if G is simple and the forests are grown according to a certain rule (see Section 4), then Gk is a vertex k-connectivity certificate as well.
Graph G is called S-simple if it has no parallel edges incident to vertices of S. Frank, Ibaraki and Nagamochi [6] show that for all S C V the algorithm of [14] applied to S-simple graphs produces certificates of S-mixed connectivity.
Cheriyan et al. [2] introduce a more flexible way of constructing certificates of vertex connectivity of size < kl VI, and use it in their distributed and parallel algorithms. They show that for simple graphs, constructing F; in a scan-first-search manner (see using O(klEl + kl VJ log3 1 VI) messages. Every certificate obtained by the algorithm of [14] can be obtained using the scan-first-search; but as we show in the sequel, the converse does not hold. Thus, the results of [6] do not apply to the certificates of [2] . In all previous results quoted above, the graphs are assumed to be S-simple; S = 0 and S = V for edge and vertex connectivity, respectively.
Our results
We present a general scheme for generating S-mixed k-connectivity certificates. It consists of an optimum reduction from general graphs, allowing parallel edges, to S-simple graphs, and a scheme to generate certificates of size < kl VI for S-simple graphs. 5 The scheme for S-simple graphs includes as special cases the results of [2, 6, 141 and has a simpler correctness proof. This implies that the certificates of [2] are of local connectivity.
We believe that the generality of this scheme as well as the simplicity of the proof contribute towards a better understanding of connectivity certificates. For the distributive model, we present the first communication-optimal algorithm which is an implementation of the scheme above. For simple graphs it generates certificates of size <kl VI in time (2k + 2)1 VI using <41EI messages. In addition to the improved complexity, our algorithm is simpler and works in a more restricted single server model. A single server algorithm has the following property. At any time there is exactly one vertex which is active, and all activities in the network, while this vertex is in charge, are restricted to its immediate neighborhood.
In the course of the computation the server travels in the network along its edges. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After describing some notation and basic notions in Section 2, in Section 3 we present a method for reducing the problem of finding a global connectivity certificate in a graph which may have parallel edges to S-simple graphs. In Section 4 we describe the scheme to generate certificates of size < k( VJ for S-simple graphs. The reader uninterested in the problem with parallel edges can skip directly to this section, which includes at the end, Section 4.4, the distributed algorithm.
Notation and basic notions
Let V(E') be the set of vertices which are the endpoints of the edges of E' C E. For disjoint sets X, Y C V, let E(X, Y) c E denote the set of edges of G with one endpoint in X and the other in Y; E(X) is the set of edges with an endpoint in X. We write E(x, Y) and E(x) if X = {x}. A path linking sets X and Y is a path with one endpoint in X and the other endpoint in Y; X and Y are then said to be linked.
Tc(v) dzf V(E(v)) -{u} is the set of neighbors of v in G.
Following the definitions in [6] , let {Z, A,B} be a partition of V such that Z C S, A # 0 and B # 0. [6] , following [4] , using the max-flow min-cut theorem, it is easy to derive the following theorem, which is in the spirit of Menger's theory.
Theorem 1. For any a, b E V, the minimum size of an S-mixed cut separating a, b is l.s( a, b; G).
Henceforth, unless otherwise specified, we discuss S-mixed cuts and connectivity.
So, for brevity, we omit the "S-mixed".
Reduction to S-simple graphs
Let simples(G) be the maximal S-simple subgraph of G. To obtain simpZe~(G) from G, for each {a, b} n S # 0 replace all parallel edges between a and b, if there are any in G, by a single edge a-b in simples(G).
We will reduce the construction of a global connectivity certificate for a general graph G (with arbitrary parallel edges) to finding a local connectivity certificate for simples(G). The following lemma will be useful: for every u E V -v such that IE'(v, u)i = min,+ lE'(v, w)l 6.
add some e E E(v, u) -E' to E' 7.
else add some e E E(v, V -S) -E' to E'
Remark. The purpose of starting, in line 1, with the vertices in V -S, is to make this Procedure optimal. It adds the least number of edges to make &(G') am. As noted before this does not necessarily make the resulting certificate optimal, for the certificate of the S-simple subgraph may not be optimal. Due to the limited significance of this optimality, we omit its proof. All other claims we make, concerning Procedure IncrDeg, remain valid if the preference of the vertices in V -S is removed. E'(A-{a},B) ), is a minimum cut of G': IC'I<ICI, since C' is obtained from C by adding one vertex, while removing at least one edge. But obviously E(A -{a}, B) c E(A, B) , and e,e' $ E (A -{a},B) , so IE(A{a)>B)I < IE(AB)I> contradicting the choice of C. 0
If &(G')>k then &(G')> k. So, at least for k-connected graphs, it is necessary to increase the S-degree of the simplification's certificate (as done by Incr_Deg), in order to turn it into a certificate for G. Surprisingly, it turns out to be sufficient as well.
Local connectivity
In general the reduction of Section 3.1 may not produce certificates of local connectivity. However, in some specific cases, obtaining certificates of local connectivity is easy. If {x, y} n S = 0 then is(x, y; G) = Rs(x, y; simpZes(G)). Therefore, if a certificate of local connectivity between vertices of V -S is required, then a certificate of local connectivity of simples(G) can be used. A connectivity certificate for a specific pair s, t can be constructed by defining 5" = S -{s, t} and obtaining a certificate of local connectivity for simplesl (G).
For general graphs, a certificate of local connectivity for G can be constructed as follows. First, find a certificate of local connectivity for simpZes(G). Next, flesh out each edge x z y of the certificate to have max{k, IE(x, y)l} parallel edges between x and y. This could increase the certificate size, unnecessarily, by a factor of k above the minimum. The problem of efficiently reducing the task of finding sparse certificates of local connectivity to finding sparse certificates for S-simple graphs remains open.
Certificates for S-simple graphs
Let G = (V,E) be an S-simple graph. Let {&} be a sequence of mutually disjoint non-empty sets of edges partitioning E, and define Ek dzf U, Gi Gk I$, G dzf E -Ek,
Gk dgf (V, &).
Note that g = E. For every i > 1, let E be a maximal forest in (I', Ei_1).
Then each forest 4 consists of a set of spanning trees, one for each connected component of (V, E,_I ). The next lemma follows directly from the maximality of the forests k-connectivity of size < kl VI. We skip the proof since it is a special case of the mixed connectivity results which follow. If S # 8, Gk may fail to be a certificate of k-connectivity, even in the global sense.
Next, we define S-greedy forests (which are also maximal) and show that the S-greedy forests yield certificates of local S-mixed connectivity.
Greedy forests
The following nondeterministic search procedure produces a maximal forest F of G.
Initially Some mechanism for termination, once F is a maximal forest of G, is necessary, but not specified here. The forests produced by such a procedure are called S-greedy. Next, we define greedy forests without referring to any algorithm (as a static counterpart to the above algorithmic construction).
Let F be a maximal forest in G, and let t : V + { 1,2,. . . ,I VI} be a one-to-one numbering of the vertices. The numbering t induces orientation on edges: F(t) dzf
{u --t v : u-v E F A t(u) <t(u)}.
If T is a tree rooted at r, directed from the root towards the leaves, then for each vfr,
is the unique u such that u + v E ?; also parent(r) dzf r.
Definition 1. A maximal F is S-greedy in G if there exists a numbering t of the vertices such that (1) For every (maximal) tree T of F, T(t) is a rooted tree. (2) If w-VE E and w ES then t(parent(u))< t(w).
Intuitively, Definition 1 reflects the above algorithmic construction of greedy forests as follows. The order in which the vertices of G are visited for the first time is Obviously, an S-greedy forest F in G is also S/-greedy for all S' C: S.
Certificates
Next, we show that if for each i<k the forest fi is S-greedy in (V,Ei_l), then Gk is a k-connectivity certificate. (Note: (& I< kl VI.)
Theorem 3 below is a generalization of the main theorem of [6] , where it has been stated for a specific subclass of S-greedy forests.
Theorem 3 (Mixed Connectivity Certificate).
&(a,b;Gk)> min{k,&(a,b;G)}, for all a,bE V.
We need a couple of lemmas before proving the theorem. Let C = (Z,E(A,B)) be a cut of G. We use the following obvious fact:
Fact 1. Let v E Z, E(v,B) = 0, C' = (Z -{v},E(A U {v},B)).
Then IC'I <ICI. 
Say, a cut C'=(Z',E'(A',B')) of G'=(V,E'cE) narrows a cut C=(Z,E(A,B))
Lemma 4. Let C = (Z,E(A,B)) be a cut, ICI >O, and forest F be S-greedy in G. There is a cut C' = (Z', F, (A', B')) in (V, F) which narrows C.
Proof. If A and B are not linked in G, then a zero size cut narrows C. Thus, assume there is a path in G which connects some vertex a of A with some vertex b of B. F(A, B) ). Therefore, this cut narrows C as well, and the lemma follows.
By the maximality of F, such a path exists in F as well. If F nE(A, B) # 8 then C' = (Z,l"(A, B)) narrows C, since [F(A, B)I < ~E(A, B)I.
Now, suppose F n E(
Suppose F(w, B) # 8 and let W~V E F(w, B). Since there is an edge in F connecting w and v, by the maximality of F, v E V(T) as well. Let u = parent(v) in T(t). By Definition 1 item (2) t(u)< t(w). Let p be the directed path in F(t) from Y (through U) to v. For every vertex x on p, from r to u, t(x) < t(u). p must have a vertex ZEZ, since r@B and FnE(A,B)=0. By t(z)bt(u) it follows that t(z)dt(w).
By the minimal&y of t(w), z = u = w. Thus, w = parent(v) in F(t). By the S-simplicity, e E T, in contradiction to wyv E F (w, B) [2] . They prove that the union of these forests constitutes a certificate of vertex k-connectivity (of size < kl VI ). This is a special case of our Theorem 3. Nagamochi and Ibaraki [14] present an algorithm, which we call NZ-search, to be However, there are certificates composed of S-greedy forests that cannot be produced by NZ-search (e.g. see Fig. 2 , where S = V). Hence, results of [6] do not imply that, in general, S-greedy forests (and in particular scan-first forests) yield mixed connectivity certificates.
NZ-search is the only previously published sequential algorithm we know of, to build greedy forests in linear time. Our generic strategy, as presented in Section 4.1, is more general and provides greater flexibility for other implementations. A case in point is the method used in [2] to design efficient parallel and distributed algorithms that produce vertex connectivity certificates.
We describe NZ-search, and prove that it generates V-greedy forests. This is done in detail for self-containment and because our distributed algorithm can be viewed as an implementation of NZ-search. NZ-Search: NZ-search assigns rank(e)>0 to each edge e. F; dzf {e E E/rank(e) = i}.
Each vertex v keeps label(v) dzf max,EE(v){rank(e)}.
Initially, rank(e) =0 (we say, e is unranked) for all e, so label(u) = 0 for all v. In each step NZ-search visits 
Lemma 6. For each i>O, E produced by NI-semch is a V-greedy forest in ( V,Ei-I).
Proof. First we show that conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1 hold, and then maximality is proved. Let numbering t of the vertices be defined by the order in which they are visited in the M-search. Let T C E be a connected component of fi. Let r E V(T) be the first vertex of T to be visited: t(r)= minvEvcr,{t(v)}. Ob viously, the in-degree of r (in ?) is zero.
For any v E V(T), its in-degree (in T) is at most one. Indeed, suppose UPV E T, and t(u) < t(w) < t(v).
Then w-v # T: when w was scanned label(v) already was >i (due to rank(e) = i). Therefore, T(t) is a rooted tree and fi is a forest. Thus condition (1) holds.
Condition (2) follows directly from the fact that all incident edges of a vertex are ranked during the first visit of the vertex.
Finally, the maximality of I$ in (V, Ei-1) is shown by the following sequence of three claims. A tree (in E) is called active if at least one of its vertices has not been visited yet.
Claim 1. While NI-search runs, each F; contains at most one active tree.
When an edge vLw is ranked i, while visiting v, either label(v) 2 i (and the ranking of e creates no new tree in E) or label(v) = label(w) = i -1 (thus creating a new tree in 6). But in the latter case, there is no unvisited u E V with label(u) > i (or u would be visited rather than v), and thus there is no other active tree in F;.
Claim 2. If uLu E 4, then for each 0 <i < j, u and u are connected in F;.
Just before e is ranked, label(u), label(u) 2 j -1, so v, u E V(fi) for each i < j. Also, one of them, say u has not been visited yet, while the visit at u is in progress. Thus, just before v is visited both belong to active trees of fi. By Claim 1, both u and u are in the unique active tree of E.
Claim 3. Each forest fi is maximal in (V,Ei_l ).
Let U~V E E,. Thus, e E 4 for some j > i. Therefore, by Claim 2, u, v are connected infi. 0
Lemma 6 and Theorem 3 yield the following:
Corollary 1 (Frank, Ibaraki and Nagamochi [6]). If G is S-simple then, Gk (produced by NI-search) is a certijicate of local S-mixed k-connectivity for G and its size is
<k/VI.
Distributed algorithm
In this section we present a new distributed algorithm for finding mixed connectivity certificates of size < kl VI, for connected S-simple graphs. The algorithm, described in Fig. 3 , is executed in a network identified with a graph G: each vertex of V corresponds to a node of the network, and each edge of E corresponds to a communication link.
Each vertex V maintains variables corresponding to the ones in NZ-search of Section 4.3: label and rank(e), for each incident edge e, all initially 0. In addition, each vertex v has a boolean variable first-time initially set to true, and a list unvisited initially including all edges incident to u. The algorithm is initiated by sending a VISIT message to any one vertex, on a special nil edge, and terminates with the RETURN message received back on the same nil edge. A vertex v completes its work after it sends a RETURN message on an edge of rank = 1, or on nil, if it is the initiator. When every vertex completes its work rank(e) > 0 for all e, I&] <kl VI for any k > 0, and if G is S-simple then Gk is a certificate of local S-mixed k-connectivity. Note that EDGE-RANKED(i) means a message of type EDGE-RANKED in which the value i is specified.
The algorithm is of a restricted form. A single center of activity -we call it the sewer -travels from vertex to vertex around the network. When the server is in a vertex v, messages are sent only between v and its neighbors. The messages used by the algorithm are: VISIT, RETURN, RANK-EDGE, and EDGERANKED( 1 <i < /El.
The server travels with the VISIT and RETURN messages. All the unranked edges incident to a vertex are ranked when the server arrives at it for the first time, and in the same way as in the NI-search. We say that a vertex is visited if its first-time is false. Thus, a visited vertex has received at least one VISIT, and once it gets its first VISIT, the server moves from it only after the vertex has no unranked incident edges.
Lemma 7. Algorithm D terminates.
Proof. Each edge can be ranked at most once, in Step (1.1) or (2.2.2.3). When VISIT arrives (Step (2.1)) or when sent (Step (2.3.1)) through an edge, the edge is dropped from unvisited. Thus, VISIT is never sent again on the same edge. Therefore, RETURN can be sent on each edge at most once. Finally, the server cannot get stuck forever in any vertex. Since the graph is finite, the algorithm terminates. q
As before, let us denote the set of edges which get rank= j, by 4.
Lemma 8. 4 is circuit-free.
Proof. Assume there is a simple circuit in G such that all its edges have rank = j.
Let aLb be the last edge in this circuit to be ranked. The server is in a or in b when this happens. Just before the ranking of e, since both a and b already have an edge ranked j, for each of them label 3j. By (l.l), e must get a rank higher than j. A contradiction. 0
Next, we want to establish the fact that once a vertex u sends VISIT on some edge e', the next time the server is in u again (if at all) is by a RETURN on e', in the opposite direction, as in Step (2.3.3).
For this purpose, let us direct the edges in the direction in which VISIT has traversed them (if at all). As shown in the proof of Lemma Proof. First, let us show that 6 is acyclic. As Algorithm D runs, G changes. Let C be the first (simple) cycle to occur, where C is:
Since they cannot be all equal (see Lemma 8) rank(et )< rank(el). Also, when et is chosen (at vertex VO, per (2.3)) el is already ranked, and should have been chosen instead. Now consider the position of the server. Since it moves only with VISIT and RETURN messages, the underlying undirected graph of 6 is connected. Algorithm D never sends a second VISIT from the same vertex, before RETURN arrives of the previous edge. Thus, the out-degree of every vertex of G is at most one. Since there are no cycles, the in-degree of every vertex is at most one. It follows that 6 is a simple directed path. Cl Let T be the component of FI which includes vertex Y, the vertex with the nil edge. By Lemma 8, T is a tree. We want to show that it spans V.
Lemma 10. Upon termination of Algorithm D, every vertex of T is visited.
Proof. Since RETURN is sent from r on nil, every neighbor of r in T has received a VISIT message and by Lemma 9, has sent back RETURN. By induction on the distance from r, every vertex in T has received VISIT and has sent back RETURN. 0
Lemma 11. T spans V.
Proof. Let S be the set of vertices spanned by T. If S # V, consider the set of edges, (S,s) with one end-vertex in S and another in J?. The set is not empty since G is connected. The server starts in r ES and the only way it can cross to ,? is when it travels on one of the edges of ($3). Thus, when the server visits for the first time a vertex with an edge e E (S,s), none of the vertices in 3 has been labeled, and none of the edges of ($3) has been ranked. Thus, by (2.2.2) and (1) Proof. Consider the moment when v sent RANK-EDGE along e', and let rank(e') = p. This happens in (2.2), after v has received VISIT for the first time, say via e, and while it executes step (2.2.2). There are two cases.
(1) If p 2 rank(e), line (2.3) implies that v has sent a VISIT along some edge e", rank(e") 2 rank(e'), but has not received a RETURN on it yet. (2) Else, p<rank(e).
When v received VISIT, label > rank(e). Thus, it already had an incident edge v * vi with rank(el ) = p. Since it received VISIT for the first time from e, no VISIT has been sent along ei. Yet, vi has sent RANK-EDGE along ei. Repeating this argument we find a path:
such that Uj has sent RANK-EDGE along ej but has not sent VISIT through it, and the rank of all edges in the path is p. Since the graph is finite and since FP is circuit-free (see Lemma S), this path must end in a vertex satisfying case (1). 0 Proof. It was already shown that all vertices of G are visited, and once a vertex is visited for the first time, its unranked edges are ranked as in the NI-search. To show that Algorithm D implements NZ-search it remains to prove that when a vertex is visited for the first time, its label is highest among unvisited vertices. This is proved by contradiction.
Assume u is about to send a VISIT to an unvisited processor of label = i, but there is some other unvisited processor w with label = i' > i. Then there is an edge w'L w with rank(e') = i', and w' has been visited.
The node w' and edge w'L w satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 13. Thus, there exists an open edge e" for which rank(e")> rank(e'). In contradiction to Lemma 12.
For the complexity, observe that each (non-nil) edge sees the following sequence of messages: RANKlZDGE, EDGE-RANKED(.), VISIT, RETURN. All of these are constant size except the EDGE-RANKED(i), which has [log il bits, where i < JEJ. Thus the total number of messages sent by the algorithm is at most 41EI. Since in each step a message is sent by the algorithm the time complexity is at most 41EI. Cl
Remarks. Line (2.2.2.4) can be omitted without affecting the algorithm correctness, and is included only to guarantee that, analogously to N/-search, if the server is at v then for any unvisited u, label(v)8 label(u). Also, note that the search for an unvisited vertex of maximum label in the whole graph, as required in the original NI-search, is avoided.
Observe that some time can be saved by parallelizing step (2.2.2). If k-connectivity is desired only for a fixed k, then the algorithm can be modified to run in time complexity O(klVl) (and each message size is d [logk] ).
